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After Rostov the sailor sat up at the table and ate a meal.
He had made tea some hours earlier, and though it was
quite cold, he drank it. He had a packet of sticky red
caviare which he spread over black bread with a sheath
knife. Then he put slices of onion on top. His technique
was not very efficient, and he spilt a good deal of caviare
on the floor and on the cloth. This was afterwards rubbed
into the floor by his foot, and into the cloth by his knife,
and it smelt for the rest of the journey. While the 'sailor
was in the middle of his meal the N.K.V.D. colonel had his.
He produced black bread, a jar of butter, and a tin of
German sardines. I saw the label and said to him jokingly
4 War trophy, too? s And he said 4 Maybe '. That was
almost the most decisive remark he made to me during the
three days of our journey. His technique was not very
good, either. He spilt a lot of the oil in trying to open the
tin: some on the cloth, and some on Bella's blanket.
Then he went out into the corridor and threw the rest of the
oil out of the" window. Some of it remained on the window
through the trip. Meanwhile Bella produced cheese and
bread, and I opened a tin of corned beef, some orange-
juice, and produced some black bread. I had waited till
the others ate in order to 4 get a line * on their technique.
But I made one mistake. I put the meat on a plate, instead
of straight on the bread (and the cloth). The sailor pointed
to the plate and said' Ne nada * (not necessary).
Throughout the journey everyone ate for himself, at
different times usually, and never exchanging food.   Nearly *
all my efforts to share even tea or orange-juice failed.
Only on the third day did I have some success: I persuaded
them all to accept chocolate.   Even the N.K.V.D. colonel.
During the evening we passed through wheatlands and
forest. Here and there were women gathering in the
sheaves, by hand into carts. We sang more folk songs,
and Sasha and the colonel began to talk about opera in
Moscow. Immediately the colonel became eloquent:
No—Mihailov didn't sing well in Ivan Susanin,   The

